A high schoolboy’s wish to be in class in time and not to miss even a part of the lesson deeply
impressed servants of many years at Burgas Regional Administration who have been faced with all
kinds of warnings, complaints and claims of citizens in their career. His father gave the warning of
the schoolboy’s problem in the Governor’s reception hours. It has been made quite clear in the
conversation that a problem occurs with the transportation of passengers from Kiten where the
family lives to Burgas where the boy goes to highschool. The earliest bus departure hour from Kiten
is 6.50 a.m. and the schoolday starts on 7.30 a.m. so in fact despite his wish to be ih class in time
the schoolboy from Kiten is being forced to miss the first school hours every day.
The boy’s teachers who know pretty good the situation compromise and ignore his delays. But the
schoolboy himself does not accept the lack of transport as a valid reason for missing lessons and
classes which he consider important for his future progress. Impressed by the schoolboy’s wish to
strictly observe his school obligations Governor Valcho Cholakov ordered rapid inspection of the
transport schemes of Burgas, Tsarevo and Primorsko municipalities with the aim to find a variant for
solving of the problem. It was found that there is a bus with an approved departure hour 6.00 a.m.
from Tsarevo but it does not function in winter season due to lack of passengers what makes this
bus route non-profitable. After a good coordination with the three municipalities Mr Cholakov has
been assured by officials who are responsible for passenger transport that from this February the
bus route will function according to time-table which will cover the transport of pupil from
settlements out of Burgas so they can arrive on time at the beginning of the schoolday for the
morning class.
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